Most newly determined protein sequences can be classified into families by sequence homology. However, protein families are known to retain the shape of the fold even when sequences share few similarities at the sequence level. These similarities can be detected by structural comparisons that merge protein families of known 3-D structure into structural classes.
Introduction
A significant tool for the comparison of protein structures is the distance matrix.
It is a 2D representation of the 3D structure, as it contains all pairwise distances between atoms -in this case Cα atoms. 
Dali algorithm
The "Protein Structure Comparison by alignment of distance matrices" by Liisa Holm & Chris Sander was first published in1993.
It was implemented in Fortran-77
The name stands for Distance-matrix ALIgnment.
Dali algorithm -Methods
Given proteins A and B, we define: where i, j label pairs of matched residues, L is the number of these pairs, and φ the similarity measure based on the distances
Dali algorithm -Similarity scores
Objective: the search for the largest common substructure between 2 proteins Rigid similarity score:
where θ is the similarity threshold Elastic similarity score:
where the average of the distances, and w is an envelope function. 
Dali: 1 st step
In the first step of the algorithm, similar submatrices of size six in two proteins are found by comparing their distance matrices. These comparisons result in alignments of size six between two proteins. Then, compatible alignments are merged to obtain larger alignments called seeds. Example of merging of compatible alignments
Example of merging of compatible alignments
Example of merging of compatible alignments Since the two alignments are overlapping, they are checked for compatibility. If the nine matrix components for these two alignments are found similar to each other, alignments are merged to obtain a seed of (a, b, c)
− (a', b', c').
Dali:1 st step
Dali: Monte Carlo optimization
The key idea is iteratively improving by a random exploration of the search space with occasional moves into non-optimal territory. A move is a randomly chosen change. The probability of accepting a move is:
where S',S the new and old scores, and β a parameter, inversely proportional to the temperature.
Moves that improve the score are always accepted, but the higher the temperature the more probable are excursions downhill.
The basic moves are addition and deletion. A chain of configurations is called trajectory. For every trajectory the highest score is remembered. Optimization starts with a seed alignment. One expansion cycle corresponds to randomly testing all expansion candidates in the pair list. The addition of a new fragment may require the removal of inconsistent previous assignments.
Dali: selection protocol
The range of alignments is narrowed onto the highest scoring ones in 3 stages. In stage 1, the pair list is screened for all triplets of non-overlapping hexapeptides.
A trimming cycle is performed after the first and every 5 consecutive expansion cycles Dali: selection protocol (stage1)
Singlets that overlap are merge into 1 seed. The maximum number of seeds is 100. Each seed initializes a trajectory and goes through one cycle. If the assignments of 2 trajectories are more than 50% identical, then the one with the lowest score is rejected.
Results
In order to test whether the highest score found is the global optimum, comparisons with random number of seeds were performed.
The algorithm converged to within 2% of the global optimum score with 96% fidelity.
Output-structural alignment
Obviously, an elastic score gives more common core residues than a rigid one. T, turn; S, bend; -, non-hydrogen bonded structure.
The method is flexible in that
